STRENGTHEN YOUR VOICE. FOCUS YOUR MESSAGE. EMPOWER YOUR STAFF.

Whether you’re looking for intensive training in persuasive speaking or a collaborative team-building experience to reinvigorate your staff, STC Education offers unique workshops to enhance communication skills in the work place. These interactive programs explore how the classical actor’s skills can be valuable assets in the professional world.
ACTING FOR BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS: COMMUNICATION AND THE CAPTIVATED AUDIENCE

Capture your audience’s attention and deliver an effective message that will resonate long after the meeting is over. In this fast-paced, interactive workshop, participants explore physical communication, vocal performance, objectives and text analysis as they apply to engaging any audience. Practice tools and concepts utilized by classical actors to maximize the potential of all communication.

TEXT AND PERSUASION

Focus your message and sharpen your delivery to inspire action and achieve your goals. Participants will explore text and presentation content in depth in order to polish delivery and bring life to complicated, dense language. Receive detailed individual coaching and feedback while analyzing and presenting text you use with your clients in your professional work.

TEAM BUILDING AND COMMUNICATION IN THE WORKPLACE

Improve communication between staff through play and performance. Strengthen your ability to listen, create relationships and collaborate with others through games and exercises designed by theatre professionals to build ensemble. Have fun practicing your communication skills in a team-building experience that’s challenging, energetic and entertaining.

WORKSHOPS FOR ORGANIZATIONS/ BUSINESSES

Bring a four-hour professional development workshop to your business or come to the Shakespeare Theatre Company. Customize an extended workshop for your staff.

Email STCtraining@ShakespeareTheatre.org or call 202.547.5688 to book a workshop.

Starts at $150 per participant (non-profit rates available)

INDIVIDUAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ONE-DAY INTENSIVES FOR INDIVIDUALS

Attend a four-hour Acting for Business Professionals workshop held at STC facilities during the work day. Add private coaching for a personalized experience.

See the schedule and register online at ShakespeareTheatre.org/ProDevo

$150 per participant

ACTING FOR BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS CLASSES

Take a six-week course at STC on weeknight evenings.

Visit ShakespeareTheatre.org/Classes for the current schedule.

$335 per participant

PAST CLIENTS INCLUDE:

- CBRE
- Deloitte
- Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
- Food and Drug Administration
- Freddie Mac
- Marriott International
- The National Gallery of Art
- The President’s Own Marine Band
- Washington Gas
- The World Bank

For more information and to book a workshop, email STCtraining@ShakespeareTheatre.org or call 202.547.5688. ShakespeareTheatre.org/ProDevo